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Abstract: This paper investigates the cooperative anti-jamming distributed channel selection1

problem in UAV communication networks. Considering the existence of malicious jamming2

and co-channel interference, a location-aware cooperative anti-jamming scheme is designed for3

the purpose of maximizing the users’ utilities. Users in the UAV group cooperate with each4

other via location information sharing. When the received interference energy is lower than5

mutual interference threshold, users conduct channel selection strategies independently. Otherwise,6

users take joint actions with a cooperative anti-jamming pattern under the impact of mutual7

interference. Aimed at the independent anti-jamming channel selection problem under no mutual8

interference, a Markov Decision Process framework is introduced, whereas for the cooperative9

anti-jamming channel selection case under the influence of co-channel mutual interference, a10

Markov game framework is employed. Furthermore, motivated by reinforcement learning with11

a “Cooperation-Decision-Feedback-Adjustment" idea, we design a location-aware cooperative12

anti-jamming distributed channel selection algorithm (LCADCSA) to obtain the optimal anti-jamming13

channel strategies for the users with a distributed way. In addition, the channel switching cost and14

cooperation cost, which have great impact on the users’ utilities, are introduced. Finally, simulation15

results show that the proposed algorithm converges to a stable solution with which the UAV group16

can avoid the malicious jamming as well as co-channel interference effectively.17

Keywords: location-aware; cooperative anti-jamming; Markov decision process; Markove game;18

reinforcement learning19

1. Introduction20

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication networks, as a kind of newly-developing wireless21

communication networks, have become a hot research issue[1,2]. When important tasks are carried22

out, how to construct a reliable and robust UAV network is of great significance. In some scenario with23

strongly competitive characteristics, the destructive effect caused by malicious jamming must be taken24

into consideration.25

In traditional anti-jamming research field, various techniques have been adopted, i.e., power26

control, Uncoordinated Frequency Hoping (UFH) and Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)[3].27

However, there are some limitations using these techniques: i) Anti-jamming Power control is28

ineffective under the circumstance of high jamming power. ii) Traditional UFH and FHSS consume a29

large number of spectrum resources, and they are not able to work well under the dynamic spectrum30

environment[4–6].31

In addition, game theory [7–10], as a strong theoretical tool, is suitable to model the anti-jamming32

competitive scenario. Specifically, Stackelberg game approach[10], as a kind of hierarchical game,33

has been widely used in anti-jamming field. For example, in [11], the authors summarized the34

application of Stackelberg game in anti-jamming dense networks, and introduced several classical35
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anti-jamming scenarios and system models. Moreover, a outlook of the application of anti-jamming36

Stackelberg game was also made. In [12–14], Stackelberg game approaches were adopted for the37

anti-jamming power control problem, where the user acted as the leader, and the jammer acted as38

the follower of the game. Utility functions were designed, and Stackelberg Equilibriums (SE) were39

also obtained via game approaches. Moreover, considering the channel selection problem under40

malicious jamming environment, a hierarchical anti-jamming channel selection scheme was proposed41

using a Stackelberg game framework[15]. However, most existing studies under the Stackelberg game42

framework formulated the interactions between user-side and jammer-side, which brought large43

deviation in information acquisition. Thus, studies focusing on anti-jamming channel selection under44

dynamic jamming environment are of great importance.45

In fact, the dynamic feature of the channel state brings some challenge to anti-jamming channel46

selection. In addition, the mobility of UAVs also influences the receiver’s signal energy, causing47

the decline of communication quality[16]. In [17], the author investigated the multi-stage spectrum48

access problem for Flying Ad-Hoc Network (FANET). Markov decision process (MDP)[18,19], as a49

decision framework under dynamic channel environment, has been adopted to model the anti-jamming50

problem. For the purpose of solving the MDP problem, Q-learning[20] methods are usually employed51

using a “Decision-Feedback-Adjustment" structure to obtain the optimal strategy. For instance, in52

[4], the author formulated the anti-jamming decision problem as a MDP, and obtained the best53

anti-jamming scheme via Q-learning. Furthermore, in [21], a deep Q network was built, and the54

anti-jamming channel selection problem was solved using a deep reinforcement learning method. In55

addition, in view of the multi-user scenarios in anti-jamming field, MDP problem has been extended56

to Markov game[22], and several learning algorithms were designed for multi-user scenarios. In [23], a57

multi-agent learning algorithm was proposed to obtain a stable solution for dynamic spectrum access58

problem. In [24–26], some multi-user reinforcement learing methods were adopted, where users took59

actions independently. However, in those methods mentioned in [24–26], users’ states are influenced60

by each other, which leads to unsteady learning environments and poor decision effects.61

Taking a overall consideration of the challenges and inspirations brought by above studies, in this62

paper, we mainly focus on the anti-jamming channel selection problem under dynamic environment,63

where the channel state and UAVs’ locations are time-varying. Moreover, the channel switching cost64

and cooperation cost are introduced, which have a great impact on the users’ utilities. A cooperative65

anti-jamming mechanism is constructed, in which users can realize information sharing and take66

actions jointly. Specifically, users in the UAV group sense the location information, and calculate the67

receiving signal energy as well as estimate whether they are influenced by co-channel interference. For68

the case where users are not influenced by co-channel interference, a MDP is formulated to model the69

anti-jamming problem for the UAVs, and a independent Q-learning method is employed to obtain70

the users’ channel selection strategies. For the case where users are indeed influenced by co-channel71

interference, a Markov game is formulated, and a multi-agent Q-learning method is designed for UAV72

communication networks. To sum up, the main contributions are summarized as follows:73

• A cooperative anti-jamming mechanism is designed for UAV communication networks, where74

UAVs cooperate via information exchange. Considering the influence of co-channel interference,75

a MDP and a Markov game are formulated respectively.76

• A location-aware cooperative anti-jamming distributed channel selection algorithm (LCADCSA)77

is designed for the anti-jamming selection problem. Without the influence of co-channel78

interference, a independent Q-learning method is adopted, while under the influence of79

co-channel interference, a multi-agent Q-learning method is employed.80

• Simulation results exhibit the performance of the proposed LCADCSA, which can avoid the81

malicious jamming and co-channel interference effectively. Moreover, the influence of channel82

switching cost and cooperation cost are investigated.83

Compare this paper to our previous works[27,28], which studied anti-jamming channel selection84

in wireless communication networks, and to our previous works [29], the main differences are: i)85
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Figure 1. Cooperative anti-jamming UAV communication networks.

Work [27] investigated the multi-agent learning method for anti-jamming problem, and work [28]86

considered the single reinforcement learning in fading environment. However, both these two works87

did not take the mobility of UAVs into consideration. Whereas in our paper, the anti-jamming channel88

selection approach in UAV communication networks is investigated, while taking the mobility of89

UAVs into consideration, which causes the variation of co-channel interference. Moreover, channel90

switching cost and cooperation cost are introduced, which influence the users’ utilities. ii) In [29],91

we focused on anti-jamming power control problem in UAV communication networks, whereas in92

this paper, the cooperative anti-jamming channel selection scheme is designed, and a cooperative93

anti-jamming algorithm based on multi-agent reinforcement learning is derived, which obtains94

strategies by interacting with the environment.95

The rest of this paper is shown as follows. In Section 2, the system model and problem formulation96

are investigated. In Section 3, the location-aware cooperative anti-jamming mechanism in UAV Group97

is designed. In Section 4, the proposed location-aware cooperative anti-jamming distributed channel98

selection algorithm (LCADCAS) is shown. In Section 5, simulations and discussions are conducted. In99

the end, we make conclusion in Section 6.100

2. System Model and Problem Formulation101

The system model is shown in Fig.1. Assume that there are N users (a transmitter-receiver UAV102

formation is treated as one user) and one jammer in the system scenario. UAVs are under the threat of103

malicious jammer. In the UAV group, the locations of UAVs are time-varying, and UAVs cooperate104

with each other via information exchange. Denote the user set as N= {1, ..., n, ..., N}. The available105

channel set for user isM= {1, ..., m, ..., M}.106

Consider two different case of UAV transmission: i) When users are close to each other, and107

transmitting in the same channel, high received signal energy from other users made them influenced108

by co-channel interference. ii) When users are far away from each other, the received signal energy109

from other users is somehow low, which means the users are not influenced by co-channel interference.110

Mutual interference threshold τ0 is used to measure the influence of co-channel interference, that is:111

When received interference energy is lower than τ0, the UAV communication network is not influenced112

by co-channel interference, and vice versa.113

Assume that channel strategy an means user n chooses channel cn, cn ∈ M, to transmit, a−n is the
channel strategy combination of all users except user n, aj is the jamming channel. Users transmit with
CSMA pattern, then the throughput of user n is expressed as:

Trn
(
an, a−n, aj

)
=
(
1− f

(
an, aj

)) 1
In(cn)

log2

(
1 + Pnd−α

n
Ncn

)
, (1)
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where dn denotes the distance between the transmitter and the receiver of user n, Pn represents the
user n’s transmission power. α is the path-loss exponent, and Ncn represents the channel noise power.
Moreover, In (cn) is the congestion degree of channel cn, which is expressed as:

In (cn) =


1+ ∑

x∈N/n
f (an, ax) , Pxd−α

x,n ≥ τ0,

· · ·
1, Pxd−α

x,n < τ0.

(2)

where Px is the transmission power of user x, x ∈ N/n, dx,n denotes the interference distance from
user x to user n, then Pxd−α

x,n can be viewed as the received signal energy from user x to user n. f (an, ax)

is a indicator function, which depicts the channel occupation of user n’s selected channel, shown as:

f (x, y) =

{
1, x = y,
0, x 6= y.

(3)

As shown in Eq. (1), Trn
(
an, a−n, aj

)
depicts the user n’s throughput under the threat of malicious114

jamming and co-channel interference, and in Eq. (2), the congestion degree In (cn) reflects the number115

of users who are influenced by co-channel interference.116

Consider the channel switching of user, we introduce the channel switching cost unit Ws to117

evaluate the performance loss. Moreover, if UAVs cooperative with each other to share more118

information and take actions jointly, a cooperation cost unit Wc is also brought in. Then, as a tradeoff119

between throughput and its cost, the utility of user n in one time slot is defined as:120

un
(
an, a−n, aj

)
= Trn

(
an, a−n, aj

)
−Wsδs −Wcδc, (4)

where δs and δc are indicator functions for channel switching and cooperation. δs = 1 indicates that
channel switching occurs at the beginning of current slot, whereas δs = 0 means that the user keep its
channel strategy. δc = 1 indicates that users are cooperation with each other and take joint channel
actions, whereas δc = 0 means users choose channels independently. The optimization object of user n
is:

an = arg max
an∈M

un
(
an, a−n, aj

)
. (5)

Every user in the UAV group wants to employ an optimal anti-jamming channel selection strategy121

for the purpose of maximizing the network’s throughput. However, due to the dynamic feature122

of the jamming channel and the time-varying locations of UAVs, solving the optimization problem123

is challenging. Therefore, in the next section, we combine MDP, Markov game and Q-learning to124

investigate and solve the anti-jamming channel selection problem in UAV communication networks.125

3. Location-aware Cooperative Anti-jamming Mechanism in UAV Group126

In this part, the location-aware cooperative anti-jamming mechanism in UAV group is designed127

and analyzed. According to the location sharing information of UAVs, the process of the designed128

cooperative anti-jamming mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.129

The details are shown as follows. When users are transmitting, they share location information130

with each other. After that, each user makes a judgement according to the received interference131

energy. If users are influenced by co-channel interference, a Markov game is formulated to model132

the cooperative anti-jamming problem. Every user has to avoid the jamming channel, as well as133

avoiding the co-channel interference channel for the purpose of realizing higher throughput. If users134

are in a specific location where they are not influenced by co-channel interference, a Markov decision135

process is able to formulate the coming optimization problem. Each user makes anti-jamming decision136

independently via single Q-learning approach.137
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Figure 2. Location-aware cooperative anti-jamming mechanism in UAV group.

3.1. Markov Decision Process138

As mentioned above, when users are not influenced by co-channel interference, the anti-jamming139

channel selection problem can be formulated as a Markov decision process, and each user’s strategy is140

independent to others’.141

Definition 1. When users are free from the influence of co-channel mutual interference, the Markov decision142

process of user n can be express as (Sn, An, Rn, Tn), where:143

• Sn is the discrete set of user n’s environment.sn (t) =
(

fn (t) , f j (t)
)

, sn (t) ∈ Sn is the environment144

state of user n in time t. fn (t) and f j (t) represent user n’s transmission channel and jamming channel145

respectively. In this case, user n’s state is not influenced by other users.146

• An is the channel strategy set of user n, an (t) ∈ An denotes the channel selection strategy under the state147

of t moment, similarly, user n’s strategy is not influenced by others.148

• The reward function of user n is Rn, which satisfies Sn × An → Rn. Specifically, for every state sn (t),149

user can obtain a reward with action an (t).150

• The state transition function Tn, which satisfies Sn × An → Tn. Moreover, it also meets with Markov
property, shown as:

P [sn (t + 1) |sn (t) , an (t) , ..., sn (0) , an (0)]
= P [sn (t + 1) |sn (t) , an (t)] , an (t) ∈ An, sn (t) ∈ Sn.

(6)

For each user in the UAV group, the corresponding Markov decision process can be solved using single151

Q-learning method. Optimal anti-jamming selection strategies can be derived as well.152

3.2. Markov Game153

When users are under the influence of co-channel interference, the anti-jamming channel selection154

problem can be formulated as a Markov game, each user’s strategy is related to other user’s strategy.155
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Thus, all users in the group take joint actions to fight against malicious jammer, and avoid co-channel156

interference as much as possible.157

Definition 2. When users are influenced by co-channel interference, the anti-jamming channel selection problem158

can be formulated as a Markov game, which can be expressed as G= {S ,A, T ,R1, ...,RN}. The details are159

shown as follows:160

• S is the discrete state set. In cooperative anti-jamming issue, s (t) =
(

f1 (t) , ..., fN (t) , f j (t)
)

, s (t) ∈ S161

represents all users’ states and the jammer’s state. Users’ states are correlative.162

• Denote An as the channel selection set of user n, and A is the joint action set of all users in the UAV163

group. The action space is A = A1 × · · · × AN .164

• T is the state transition function, and the state space is S ×A× S , which satisfies ∑
s∈S
T (s, a, s′) = 1.165

Specifically, a is the joint channel selection strategy, s is the current state. s′ is the coming state after all166

users take joint action a under state s. The state transition function T satisfies Markov property as well.167

• R1, ...,RN are the reward functions of each user, and they satisfy S ×A → Rn, n ∈ N . For UAVs in168

the group, no matter what joint actions are being taken, each one can obtain an immediate reward.169

Aiming at two different state in the UAV group, the anti-jamming channel selection problem170

are formulated as Markov decision process and Markov game respectively. For Markov decision171

process, single Q-learning approach is used to obtain each user’s optimal channel selection strategy.172

Whereas for Markov game, multi-agent learning method is adopted for the purpose of acquiring the173

joint channel selection strategies for all users.174

3.3. Single Q-learning175

Single Q-learning method is suitable for the case where UAV group is not influenced by co-channel
mutual interference. In traditional single-Q learning algorithm, every user maintains and updates its
independent Q table Qn, for user n, the updating process of Q function is shown as:

Qn
t+1 (sn, an

t ) = (1− λn) Qn
t (sn, an

t ) + λn
[
rn

t + γnVn
(
s′n
)]

, (7)

where λn is the learning rate of user n, γn represents the discount factor for Q table update. rn
t is the

immediate reward of user n under environment sn, also can be viewed as the normalized utility, which
is:

rn
t =

(
1− f

(
an

t , an
j

)) 1
In
t (cn)

− wsδs − wcδc, (8)

where ws and wc are normalized switching cost unit and normalized cooperation cost respectively.
Vn (s′n) is the value function of user n, in single Q-learning, Vn (s′n) can be expressed as:

Vn
(
s′n
)
= max

{
Qn

t
(
s′n, a

)}
. (9)

The defined value function Vn (s′n) can be viewed as finding the highest benefit in user n’s176

“memory" under state s′n.177

Each user in the UAV group adopts independent Q-learning via a178

"Decision-Feedback-Adjustment" way, and each user can converge to a optimal channel selection179

strategy.180

3.4. Multi-agent Q-learning181

Aimed at the case where UAVs are influenced by co-channel interference, an cooperative
anti-jamming channel selection algorithm based on multi-agent Q-learning is designed. In the proposed
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Figure 3. Anti-jamming distributed channel selection framework under different cases.

multi-agent Q-learning, each user maintains and updates a Q table Q̃n which is based on joint action a.
Similar to single Q-learning, the Q function updates using the following rule:

Q̃n
t+1 (s, at) =

(
1− λ̃n

)
Q̃n

t (s, at) + λ̃n

[
r̃n

t + γ̃nṼn
(
s′
)]

, (10)

where λ̃n is user n’s learning rate under joint action, γ̃n is the discount factor correspondingly. r̃n
t

denotes the user n’s immediate reward when taking joint action a under state s. Moreover, r̃n
t represents

the normalized throughput under joint action, which can also be shown as:

r̃n
t =

(
1− f

(
an

t , an
j

)) 1
In
t (cn)

− wsδs − wcδc. (11)

Ṽn (s′) is user n’s value function in multi-agent Q learning, which is:

Ṽn
(
s′
)
= Q̃n

t
(
s′, a∗

)
, (12)

where a∗ represents the best joint action when all users’ total benefit reaches maximum. a∗ can be
expressed using the following equation:

a∗ = arg max
N

∑
n=1

Q̃n
t
(
s′, a

)
. (13)

Without loss of generality, either in single Q-learning or in multi-agent Q-learning, ε-greedy policy182

is introduced for the purpose of avoiding local optimum. Moreover, it is obviously that cooperation183

cost unit δc = 0 in single Q-learning, and that δc = 1 in multi-agent Q-learning. As in single Q-learning,184

users take actions dependently, while in multi-agent Q-learning, users cooperates with each other to185

avoid mutual interference.186

4. Location-aware Cooperative Anti-jamming Distributed Channel Selection Algorithm187

In this section, the location-aware cooperative anti-jamming distributed channel selection188

algorithm is designed.189

As shown in Fig. 3, it depicts the anti-jamming distributed channel selection framework under190

different cases. In the left part of Fig. 3, the anti-jamming distributed channel selection framework191

under the influence of co-channel interference is designed. Users in the UAV group adopt a “Joint192

action-Feedback-Adjustment" idea, and realize cooperative anti-jamming using multi-agent learning.193
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Algorithm 1: Location-aware Cooperative Anti-jamming Distributed Channel Selection Algorithm
Initialization:

Initialize the starting time, ending time and relative learning parameters of the simulation .
Initialize every user n’s joint action Q table Q̃n and single Q table Qn.
Set the initial locations and states of all users.

Repeat Interations:
Each user observes current environment state, and then makes a judgement about
the co-channel interference according to shared location information.
If users are under the influence of co-channel interference, go to multi-agent Q-learning.
Otherwise, go to single Q-learning.

Multi-agent Q-learning:
(1) Each user observes and chooses one transmission channel, using the following rules:
• Randomly choose a joint action combination a with probability ε.
• Choosing the best joint action a∗ according to Eq. (13), with probability 1− ε.

(2) Each user calculates its immediate reward rn
t via joint action, and then transfers the

environment state.
(3) The Q table Q̃n is updated according to Eq. (10).

Single Q-learning:
(1) Each user observes and chooses one transmission channel, using the following rules:
• Randomly choose a independent action an with probability ε.
• Choosing the best action an∗ with probability 1− ε, which realizes the highest Q value

in current state.
(2) Each user calculates its own immediate reward rn

t , and then transfers the environment state.
(3) The Q table Qn is updated according to Eq. (7).

End
Jump out the repeat process when the algorithm reaches the maximal iterations.

Time axis

…

Slot 1

Date transmission Wideband 

spectrum sensing 

…

Information 

sharing

ACK Learning

Users 

Slot 2

Figure 4. Anti-jamming transmission slot structure for UAVs.

In this framework, users ought to share their strategies so that they can take joint actions. In the right194

part of Fig. 3, the anti-jamming framework under the case that users are not influenced by co-channel195

interference is shown. In this framework, users adopt the single Q-learning mechanism which uses a196

"Independent action-Feedback-Adjustment" idea. After receiving the immediate reward, each user197

adjusts its strategy independently. All users in the UAV group ought to sense location information to198

judge whether they are influenced by co-channel interference. The details of location-aware cooperative199

anti-jamming distributed channel selection algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.200

In addition, the transmission slot structure of UAVs are shown in Fig. 4. Each user chooses201

a channel to transmit packet firstly. And then, a process of wideband spectrum sensing (WBSS)202

is conducted for the purpose of acquiring the currently available channel state. Later, users203

start information sharing, and make judgement about whether they are influenced by co-channel204

interference. Then, users receive ACKs from they receivers to confirm whether the data packets are205

sent successfully. During the last process of the user’s slot, each user starts learning to update their206

strategies in the next slot.207
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Figure 5. The trajectory setting for UAVs.

5. Simulation Results And Discussions208

5.1. Simulation Setting209

In the simulation part, a UAV communication network which consists of three users and one210

jammer is investigated. The available channel number for users to access is 4. The jammer send211

sweeping jamming signal to the available channels, and the jamming signal stays at one channel212

for about 2.28ms. The transmission time in each user’s slot is Ttr = 0.98ms, and the time for WBSS,213

information sharing, ACK and learning are totally Twbss + Tis + Tack + Tle = 0.2ms in each slot.214

Other simulation settings are shown as follows. Assume the transmission power of each user is215

0.1W, the initial locations of three users are (100m,100m), (300m,800m) and (150m,0m) respectively.216

The trajectories of UAVs are shown in Fig. 5, and the flying time is divided into 10 epoches. UAVs217

move 150m per epoch, and the duration time of each epoch is set to be 3s. Furthermore, the pass-loss218

factor α = 2, co-channel interference threshold is 6.25× 10−7W. The total simulation time is equal219

to the flying time(approximately 30s). Motivated by [30], λ1 = ... = λn = λ̃1 = ... = λ̃n = 0.8,220

γ1 = ... = γn = γ̃1 = ... = γ̃n = 0.6 , ε = 0.1.221

Moreover, Fig. 6 depicts the interference distance of UAVs. In detail, the flying process is divided222

into four stages. During flying time 0s to 6s (the first stage), the distance between user 1 and user 3223

is less than 400m, and they will influenced by co-channel interference as the received signal energy224

is higher than threshold. During 6s to 15s (the second stage), user 1 and user 3 are influenced by225

co-channel interference. From 15s to 21s (the third stage), all users are keep relative far from each other,226

so there exists no co-channel interference, while from 21s to 30s (the fourth stage), user 2 and user 3 are227

influenced by co-channel interference.228

5.2. Cumulative Normalized Utility of Users229

In this part, the user’s performance analysis is mainly investigated. As is mentioned in Algorithm1,
when users are influenced by co-channel interference, the proposed location-aware cooperative
anti-jamming distributed channel selection algorithm (LCADCSA) is based on multi-agent Q-learning.
When users are not influenced by co-channel interference, the proposed LCADCSA algorithm is based
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on single Q-learning. For better clarification, we use cumulative normalized utility p to show the
effective of LCADCSA approach, which is defined as follows:

Ucum =
PN

∑
i=1

((
1− f

(
an

t , an
j

)) 1
In
t (cn)

− wsδs − wcδc

)
. (14)

where PN is the number of packet in every update, and PN is set to be 20 in the simulation, which230

means the cumulative normalized utility updates per 20 slots, and the time of each update is 23.6ms.231

The cumulative normalized utilities of users are shown in Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c)232

respectively, where the channel switching cost and cooperation cost are set to be 0. As is shown in233

those three figures, the users’ channel selection processes are divided into four stages: In the first stage,234

user 1 and user 3 cooperate with each other, and adopt multi-agent Q-learning, user 2 employs sing235

Q-learning. In the second stage, user 1 and user 2 cooperate with each other, and adopt multi-agent236

Q-learning, while user 3 employs sing Q-learning. In the third stage, as all users are not influenced237

by co-channel interference, each user adopts sing Q-learning method. In the fourth stage, user 2238

and user 3 cooperative via multi-agent Q-learning, whereas user 1 chooses its transmission channel239

independently via single Q-learning.240
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Figure 7. Coverage performance consider number of UAVs and weighting coefficient
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Furthermore, as can be seen from Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c), either single-Q learning or241

multi-agent Q-learning can realize high cumulative utilities within 50 update numbers (about 1.18s).242

For the purpose of evaluate the effective of the LCADCSA algorithm, it is compared to the sensing243

based algorithm and multi-user single Q-learning. In sensing based algorithm, users select channels244

that are not jammed by the jammer after sensing current channel states, and in multi-user single245

Q-learning, each user adopts single Q-learning independently to avoid the jamming channel while246

ignoring the existence of mutual interference. Simulation results shows that users can also achieve247

higher cumulative normalized utilities Ucum using LCADCSA algorithm when there exists mutual248

interference between users. The reason is: In the proposed algorithm, users can learn the action of249

jammer, and can also adjust their channel selection strategy jointly according to their location and250

interference information. Thus, the users can avoid malicious jamming and co-channel interference251

simultaneously.252

In addition, In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, we make comparisons of user 1’s cumulative normalized utilities253

with different channel switching cost and cooperation cost. As shown in Fig. 8, with the increase of254

channel switching cost, user 1’s cumulative normalized utility decrease either in LCADCSA algorithm255

or in multi-user single Q-learning algorithm. As shown in Fig. 9, with the increase of cooperation256

cost, user 1’s cumulative normalized utility decreased a lot in multi-agent Q-learning stages, and the257

utility keep invariant in single Q-learning stages. The reason is that in multi-agent Q-learning, users258

cooperate with each other and share their joint Q tables as well as actions, whereas in single Q-learning,259

users only need to take actions and update their Q tables independently. Moreover, if the cooperation260

cost is too high, the influence of cooperation is greater than co-channel interference, which makes it261

unwise to cooperate to avoid co-channel interference.262

5.3. Channel Selection Strategies of Users and the Jammer263

As an example, Fig. 10 shows the time-frequency diagram after the LCADCSA algorithm264

converging in the first stage(4800ms-4850ms), where user 1 and user 3 are influenced by co-channel265

interference. The red square denotes the jamming channel, the blue square, black square and yellow266

square represent the channel selection of user 1, user 2 and user 3 respectively. The mixed color square267

means that either more than two users choose the same channel, or users and the jammer choose the268

same channel in one certain slot. During the first stage, users are under the threat of malicious jammer269

and co-channel interference. Thus, user 1 and user 3 adopt multi-agent Q-learning and take joint270

channel selection, whereas user 3 employs single-agent Q-learning as it is not influenced by co-channel271
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Figure 10. The time-frequency diagram after LCADCSA converging in the first stage.

interference. As is shown in Fig. 10, the users’ channel selections avoid the vast majority of jamming272

channels. Moreover, user 1 and user 3 avoid being influenced by co-channel interference as they select273

different channel in each time slot. In addition, although there exist some overlapping areas between274

user 2’s channels and other users’ channels, the communication of user 2 would not be influenced by275

co-channel interference as its received co-interference signal energy is lower than threshold. In a word,276

the time-frequency diagram shows that the proposed LCADCSA algorithm is effective.277

6. Conclusion278

This paper investigated the anti-jamming channel selection problem in UAV communication279

networks. Via constructing an cooperative anti-jamming mechanism, users can realize information280

sharing and then take actions according to the interference level in the network. The channel switching281

cost and cooperation cost, which had a great impact on the users’ utilites, were introduced. For the282

case where users were not influenced by co-channel interference, a Markov decision process was283

formulated for independent anti-jamming channel selection, and a single Q-learning method was284

designed to obtain the independent anti-jamming channel selection strategies. For the case where285
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users were influenced by co-channel interference, a Markov game was formulated for the interactions286

between users and malicious jammer, and a multi-agent Q-learning method was adopted to obtain287

the joint anti-jamming channel selection strategies. Simulation results depicted that the proposed288

LCADCSA algorithm can avoid malicious jamming and co-channel interference effectively.289
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